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Fred Patterson Is Campaign Winner
ALL COLLEGES Drew Elected
Mayor Candidates
William Lewis To Speak Announce Parts
TO REGISTER
A.
A.
of
Head
For Class Day
Making
At Annual Scholarship Goodwin To Deliver
Hat old Dyer. Don Smith Succeed in
,
Kenneth Blaisdell
Recognition Assembly Valedictory Speech
Dirt and Mud Fly
Class Members
Pre-registration for the Fall
semester is being held in the
Colleges of Agriculture, Arts
and Sciences and Technology
and the School of Education.
Members of the Freshman,
Sophomore and Junior classes
should consult their registering
officers for an appointment.
Pre-registration is to he completed on or before May 11.

At Graduation

Is Author, Editor
And Economic
Lecturer

Dana Drew, varsity football and
The results of the election of the
basketball man, was elected presclass day parts for commencement
ident of the Athletic Association
were announced today by Edward
Board in the poll held in front of
Sherry, president of the Student
Lord's Hall last Tuesday.
Senate.
Harold Dyer, veteran indoor
ANNUAL CEREMONY
by
given
be
will
The Valedictory
track weight man, was elected senHoward Goodwin, a major in genYearly Award Winners
ior member. Don Smith, accomeral engineering. Goodwin, a memplished miler, was chosen junior
To Be Announced
ber of Tau Beta Pi, was the Unimember, and Kenneth Blaisdell,
a
for
candidate
Maine's
of
versity
By Pres. Hauck
cross-country man, was elected
Rhodes Scholarship this year. He
sophomore member.
William Mather Lewis, president
Las been president of the M. C. A.
Prexy Stars as Sultan
Drew, of Phi Eta Kappa, was
and has had leads in several
of Lafayette College, will be gues.
tapped a Senior Skull on Junior day
speaker at the Scholarship RecogMasque productions.
In Burlesque Sketch
last week. He is a major in agriBy Don Mayo
nition Assembly to be held TuesClass ode will be written by RobOf Life in Harem
cultural economics and is a member
day in Memorial Gymnasium, the
ert Parker, a major in economics.
In New Orleans it is the Mardi
of Alpha Zeta. He has made his
scholarship committee announced
He is a member of the Chorus, OrBy Bud Godwin
Gras; Berlin has its May Day;
letters in varsity football and bastoday.
chestra, and the University String
there is New Year's Eve in Times
and
musical
a
A one-act comedy
ketball. Last year he was secreLewis, who is a Phi Beta Kappa
Trio.
Square ... . but at the University
man, by the way, has been PresiOration will be delivered by John program followed by a stag dance tary of the Sophomore Owls. In
of Maine it is the Mayoralty Camdent of Lafayette college sine))
(Luke) Williams, who majors in in the Memorial Gymnasium cli- his freshman year he was class
paign. The quiet shaded lawns
1927. He received his A. B. degree
history. Williams, it will be re- maxed the fourth annual Maine president.
echo with laughs and horns and
Dyer, of Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
from Lake Forest collsge of Illinmembered, was last year's success- Day Wednesday evening. A studentboos; classes start haphazardly;
ois in 1900 and held his first teachful candidate for mayor.
faculty parade to the scene of the was also tapped a Senior Skull last
voices shade from hoarseness to
Photo by Cook
William Mather Lewis, who is to
ing position at that institution.
Prophecy for men will be given Mock Olympics, the "Surprise week. He is a major in forestry
Patterson, who was elected acute laryngitis; and the Book
Fred
During the Great War, he served be guest speaker at the Annual Schol- by Joseph Hamlin, whose major is Event," and the baseball game be- and is a member of the Pale Blue Mayor of the University of Maine at Store becomes the pivot of a giganarship Recognition Day Assembly.
as director of the savings division
English. Hamlin is a member of tween Higgins Classical Institute Key and the M. 0. C. Dyer is the the student polls Tuesday night.
tic wheel of fun and foolishness.
of the U. S. Treasury Department.
the varsity football and basketball and the freshmen occupied the af- number one man in the discus and
Sedate seniors and saucy sophoHe was chief of the education serteams. He is also a member of the ternoon following project work shotput. Ile has never been beaten
mores swap sallies, hecklers have a
in the discus throw,
vice in the U. S. Chamber of CornScabbard and Blade.
done in the morning.
holiday, names are called that would
wa:Smith, of Phi Eta Kappa, was
merce following the war. He
Prophecy for women will be giv- "An Afternoon in Harem-Scarordinarily demand guns at twenty
president of George Washington
en by Mary Leighton, a major in em," a one-act play written by Wail cross-country champion in the New
paces, personalities are crucified on
University from 1923 to 1927 when
history. Miss Leighton is an All ter R. Whitney of the English de- Englands his freshman year and
an altar of mirth and mockery ...
he accepted his present pasition at Bowdoin Man Takes up Maine Woman and was an Eagle partment, was presented by the last year placed fourth in the varbut it is all done with a spirit that
Lafayette.
her sophomore year. She is a mem- faculty members for their part cf sity New Englands. He is a mem- Pauline Aiken Addresses is a credit to the contestants, the
New Deal Policies
Groups on Situation
ber of Pack and Pine, Women's Fo- the evening's entertainment. The ber of Alpha Zeta, the Aggie Club,
student body, and the founder of
Hauck Obtains Services
And Projects
rum, Pan-Hellenic Council, and last scene was laid in a room in the Sul- and the Sophomore Owls. He has
the custom, President Hauck.
The scholarship committee seEast
Far
In
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
tan's harem. President Hauck took
cured Lewis' services as assembly
The Climax
Maine's representatives in WashPauline Aiken of Bangor, recentthe part of Alkah Selzah, the Sulspeaker through President Hauck, ington are one hundred percent
The climax is the grand assembly
ly evacuated from Lingnan Univer- in Alumni Gymnasium. There, betan. He was amply supported 'coy
a former Lafayette man. Lewis, Townsendites according to Albert
sity in Canton, China, as a result fore the convened student body and
Prof. Mark Bailey as the Major
whose chosen field is economics and Abrahamson, associate professor of
of the Sino-Japanese hostilities, his co-aspirators for the coveted
domo, Oyez Sex-u. The Nubian
education, is a prominent lecturer, economics at Bowdoin college, who
A non-decision debate between spoke on "The Children of the Mid- office, each candidate gives five
author and editor on these sub- addressed Maine students at the
Governor Lewis 0. Barrows pre- slaves who fanned the Sultan with
jects. He is also prominent al University Forum Sunday evening sented last Saturday morning R.0. such skill were Prof. Carl Otto as the University of Maine and Buck- dle Kingdom" at the annual Phi minutes of explanation and exposiPresbyterian circles. While in Eu- on the subject, "Where Do We Go A. sabers to two officers of the Uni- Coca Cola, and Prof. Joseph Mur- nell College of Pennsylvania, spon- Beta Kappa initiation and banquet tion as to why, who, where and
held here last evening.
when. Then each has two minutes
rope recently, France decorated him From Here?".
versity Cadet Corps for "superior- ray as Ski-Ball. The Harem wives sored at a tea by the Women's FoMiss Aiken, who was graduated of rebuttal, usually dedicated to
Faas
Dr.
rum
Lamson
were
with the Chevalier Legion of Honor
Herbert
at
last
Balentine
Saturday,
efficienmilitary
Abrahamson did not recommend ity in leadership,
tima, Mr. Irving Pierce as Shish wound up the season for the debat- from the university in 1927 and re- the defamation of the other candiaward.
the Townsend plan, however, as cy, and loyalty to duty".
ceived her doctorate from Yale, is dates.
Scholarship Recognition Day, a
The officers were Cadet Captain Kebab, Mr. George McReynolds as ing club.
"the way out" of our present ecothe first Maine graduate to speak
traditional ceremony, is held every
Wallah, Mr. Bill Wells as
Leading up to the grand rally,
The
Wallah
question
was
discussed
wheAdjuBattalion
Tarbell,
Lester
J.
nomic difficulties. "The Retire at
at the annual dinner. After teach- the frenzied campaigning had fixed
Salami,
as
spring to honor those students who
Matthew
Dr.
Highlands
ther
the
should
states
several
W.
Arthur
Captain
Birth" plan providing two thousand tant, and Cadet
have made an exceptionally high dollars a year to everyone from Hodges, Commanding Company Zowie, Mr. Matthew McNeary as amend their constitutions to pro- ing here four years and completing several points in the minds of the
Pash, Dr. Allen Goodspeed as Itzy- vide for unicameral legislation. her graduate work at Yale, she voting public. Fred Patterson's
scholastic record during the past
birth to the twenty - first year "A". They were selected for the
Bitzy, Mr. Philip J. Brockway as Blanche Holman and Priscilla Ton- joined the faculty of the Connecti- Pennies Preferred program was
year. At this time the winners of
Alcott,
K.
Robert
Col.
by
honor
students.
the
to
appeal
to
seemed
various scholarships and prizes are
Pilaf, Dean Edward Allen as Ses- dreau supported the negative of cut College for Women. She went suitably vague to limit the verbal
the
at
science
military
of
professor
"The chief problem we face
announced by President Hauck and
ame, Capt George Loupre as Pe- the case while Doris Luca and June to China in 1935. Her article on sallies of his opponents; Patterson
the university.
members of some honorary socie- the fact that people consider
truska, Dr. E. Reeve Hitchner as Nelson of Bucknell upheld the af- "Chaucer's Cleopatria and Vincent admitted that he didn't quite underGovthe
greeted
salute
19-gun
A
it
whereas
gap
stop
a
New Deal
of Beauvais" appeared in the stand it himself. But his sharp
ties are named. All students with
Shashlyk, Prof. George Small as firmative.
The
here.
arrival
ernor
his
upon
must be a permanent thing in some
a cumulative average of 3 and
The season just completed by the spring issue of "Speculum,"•quar- repartee, hang-dog expression, and
Prudence, and Prof. Edward Brush
Chief"
the
to
"Hail
played
band
above have been invited by the form, not something temporary as with the battalion at "present as Pallah Mallah. The wives were debating team has included twenty- terly devoted to mediaeval life and nasal drawl had carved him a good
committee to attend this assembly the perennial optimists think," de- arms" when the Governor ap- dressed in the latest Turkish fash- six debates in all with twenty-two literature.
following. Fred Sturgis' fog-horn
clared Abrahamson while answerin a group wearing academic caps
ions — diaphanous trousers, nose students participating, as contrastPresident Arthur A. Hauck of voice and facial calaesthenics made
grounds.
parade
the
proached
ing questions regarding the New
and gowns.
ed with the seven active members the University of Maine was ad- him a pivotal point of the sallies
Governor Barrows made his pre- veil, and boleros.
economThe scholarship committee, ren- Deal and current plans for
The oriental dancers, Tic, Tac. of last year. Two of this year's de- mitted to membership in Phi Beta between contestants. Meade had
inthe
reviewing
while
sentations
resenting all the honorary fratern- ic stabilization.
Kappa along with two juniors and little voice in the matter, literally
and Toc, played by Prof. Stanley baters ale graduating.
Asked about the "Golden Egg at fantry and coast artillery units.
al societies on campus, is composed
Among the spectators at the Wallace, Dean Lamert S. Corbett, Of its six decision debates, Maine ten seniors recently elected. The and figuratively. He was willing
defended
Quoddy",
Abrahamson
of Albert M. Turner, Phi Kappa
won three. The University of student initiates are Priscilla Has- and did offer the most filling camon the ceremony were Capt. Nicholas Her- and Prof. Dwight Demeritt, were
Phi; Edith M. Patch, Phi Beta Kap- government expenditures
Maine placed second at the New kell, Edith Stevens, Edwin S. Cos- paign ... free ice cream and chochighlights
entertaining
the
of
one
departMaine
of
president
ithas,
saying that the money
pa; Weston S. Evans, Tau Beta project
England Model Congress held at trell, Rose Costrell, Ida Hart, Fran- olate milk, but his vocabulary MRS
ment; Major James C. Furnival, of the evening performance.
as
regarded
spent
be
could
there
Pi; E. Reeve Hitchner, Alpha Zeta;
The snake charmer, Zoo Three, Rhode Island State University last ces F. Lannon, Alice M. Lerner, too free of personal pronouns and
secretary of Maine department;
Marion D. Sweetman, Omicron Nu; money spent in research. "Much
low enough.
First Lieut. Frank B. Maxim, sec- with his nightmare cobra, from month. The schedule has included Mrs. Evelyn A. Miles, Cora E. Sha- his humor not quite
Four)
(Continued
Page
on
Dwight B. Demeritt, Xi Sigma Pi.
retary of Portland chapter, and which the wives fled in such terror, twelve debates on other campuses. ron, Frances S. Smith, Edith L. Merritt Trott's voice played him a
(Centinued on Pave Four)
The University of Vermont, Sa- Thomas, and George L. Tsoulas.
Col. Emery 0. Bean, regimental was played by Mr. Karl Larson.
Page
on
Four)
(Continued
Fout)
Page
on
(Continued
(Continued on Page Four)

Speaker

STYLE PARADE
Bucklin Offers Plea
For Opponents'
Salvation

4th Maine Day
A Big Success

Abrahamson Is
Forum Speaker

Phi Beta Kappa
Holds Banquet

Governor of State
Reviews R.O.T.C.

No Decision Debate
Ends Busy Season

All-Maine Women Freshmen Present
To Hold Banquet French Club Play

A one act comedy, "Cupidon
The All Ma).:e Wemen IlanquA
Dentiste", will be presented by
will be held at the Bangor House
members of the French
Saturday, May 11, at 6 o'clock in freshman
making their first appearance
honor of Mi.s Caroline Colvin, Club,
a French Club audience,
professor emeritus of history and before
May
in the student's room,
11,
of
dean
government and the first
North Stevens.
women at the University.
Leading characters in the play
Miss Colvin, who is now living a'.
by AlSouth Hall, received her A. B. de- are Jacques Lefranc, played
with
gree from the University of Indi- an Rosenberg, a young man
tooth-ache; and Mlle.
ana in 1893, her Ph. D. from the a very bad
University of Pennsylvania in 1901, Marguerite Didier, • beautifel
attracts Jacques,
and her LL. D. from the University young girl who
Janet Nichols. Others
of Maine in 1927. She served is played by
an instructor in history from 1902 in the cast are: Marjorie WhiteVernon
to 1903, as an assistant professor house, Esther Thompson,
of history from 1903 to 1906, and Kent, and Earl Adams.
During the business meeting
as a professor of history and government from 19G1 to 1932. As plans will be made for the annual
Dean of Women f om 1923 to 1927 picnic and new officers will be electshe was instrumental in starting 4 ed. The retiring officers are: WilWomen's Studt•nt Government or- liam Clifford, president; A rthor
ganization on campus and the hon- Cartier, vice-president; Blanche
orary society of All Maine Women. Holman, secretary; Priscilla TonIn recognition of )er service. the dresu, trea,urer; and Maxine Gagdormitory for upperelass women non, Regina Shea, and Marjorie
which was completed in 1.930 Wd% Moulton, members of the entertainmerit committee.
(Continued on Page Four)
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Curtin's Voice
Is Campaign
Wonder

Mayor

Bo-bo and Jo-jo, Maine's Jeeps, Go to Town;
Feast upon Dead Cats and Skates at the Dump
Let's take a swoop over and see the window in Memorial gym.
By Bo-Bo and Jo-Jo
Bo-Bo—This sure is a foul game.
Bo-Bo (doing a glide) Here comes game.
Jo-Jo -Take the salt off my tail
another customer.
Jo-Jo—It's the wind.
Jo-Jo (s, close second) This and let's go.
Bo-Bo—The wind's blowin' that
Bo-Bo (circling over diamond) - guy's halitosis over here, too.
dump's the best hash house we've
playing?
I wonder who's
hit yet.
Jo-Jo -What guy?
Jo-Jo- -Why n't'cha ask someone,
Bo-Bo—Let's circle closer and
Bo-Bo The one with the white
beat those gulls to the big chunks. tall, dark, and handsome?
Bo-Bo—Oke. Venus de Milo. sweater.
Jo-Jo—Yeah. I'm sick of the litJ0-J0-0, well. Halitosis is bet(Luring to Sparrow, the back stop)
tle things in life.
ter than no breath at all.
Bo-Bo--You mean like Arland Who's resitlin' here today?
Bo-Bo—Let's 23 skidoo to the
Sparrow—Bates and Maine.
Meade?
dump; I'm hungry.
Bo-Bo Tanks.
Jo-Jo—Hoot-mon I He and Trott.
Jo-Jo -I think the skate will be
Jo-Jo Let's perch on that tree
Bo-Bo—They're like some of the
good pickin's.
things that come out here half and watch the game.
Bo-Bo—You take the skate; I'll
Ho-His Isn't that ex-governor
baked.
see what this cat has to offer.
Brann under us?
Jo-Jo---Like Sturgis?
Jo-Jo—No, No. Leave that for
Jo-Jo--Sure. Shall we speak to
Bo-Bo—Nein. Nein I mean half
the pre-meds at Coburn.
him?
done.
Bo-Bo 0. K. Let's both work on
Bo-Bo-- New. He can't speak
Jo-Jo--Oh.- Say, where's everythis Bates' fowl.
language.
one going
Curtain. (not Tim.)
Jo-Jo—Look. They just broke •
Bo-Bo—To the baseball diamond.

Six Maine Students Honorary Society
Enter Pen Contest Will Hold Banquet
William Mather Lewis, president
of Lafayette College, Pennsylvania,
will be the principle speaker at the
annual banquet of Phi Kappa Phi,
honorary scholastic fraternity, to
be held at 6:30 Monday evening,
May 9, in Merrill Hall.
The initiation of new members
will precede the banquet. Those being initiated are: faculty members,
Frank H. Lathrop, entomologist in
the Experiment Station, Kenneth
E. Miles, assistant professor of
German, and George R. Steinhauer,
assistant professor of botany; students, Helen Abbott, Sidney Alpert,
Minnie Brown, Arthur Crouse,
Madeline C. Davis, Alton S. Ham,
Francis F. Lannon, Alice Lerner,
Joseph H. Lewis, Arland R. Meade,
Judges for the essay contest, Mary Helen Raye, Richard Raywhich the University of New mond, James Siegel, Edith I..
Hampshire will conduct, are: Prof. Thomas, and George L. Tsoulas.
President Lewis will also speak
Benjamin G. Nangle of Yale, Prof.
Perky Perkins of Middlebury Col- the following day at the Scholar(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)

Six University of Maine students
have entered the tri-state intercolia e writing contest, Prof. Millegt
ton Ellis, head of the department
of English, announced today. They
are: Audrey White, poetry; Virginia Hall, poetry and essay; Althea
West, essay; Lewis Nightingale,
Hope Jackman and Marion Hatch,
stories,
The University of Maine has
charge of the poetry contest the
judges for which are: Robert Hillyer, poet and professor of English
at Harvard; Harold T. Pulsifer,
poet, and • guest speaker of the
Contributors' Club this year; and
Frederick G. Fassett, Jr., of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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COTT,

least, upon having reread it, could
have signed his own name. There
isn't a single idea in the whole
book that he hasn't covered in his
other books. The story itself isn't
enough to make the book worth
reading; the characters never seem
to be real people; and even the dialogue doesn't resemble anything
spoken at the present time.

William Treat
..... ......._ Editor-la-Chid
William Hilton ........ - ..Busines Manager
EDITORIAL BOARD
..................Managing Editor
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Robert Atwood.----_—.Sports Editor
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News Editor
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Editor
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CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
George Bell, Edwin S. Costrell, Rose Costrell, Virginia Hall, Jean Kent, Arland
Meade, Lewis Nightingale, Josephine Profita, Katherine Rowe, William C. Saltzman,
Margaret Willieton.
STAR REPORTERS
David Astor, Mary 'keret, Azalea Boyer, Erwin Cooper, Mary Curran, Richard
Dearborn, Dorrice Dow, Kathleen Duplisse, Lillian Herrick, /thee Lerner, Mary Oberly.
Charles Peirce, Helen Kelley, Howard Rothenberg, Ada Saltzman, Joyce Woodward.
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Sex Education?

Off-Campus Girls
Hold Supper Dance

FREEDOM
FOR
SEATS!
OF THE

VIRGIE'S

Snoops

ile-hurn, May at last and .vring is DEFINITELY in the air. and mooy
a young man's fancy has turned to love . With IVinnie Warren as the obje.
of Charlie Leavitt': affection things are on the up and up
Betty Libbey is
fast becoming the 4weetheartof Kappa Sigma
Looks as if the Cook took
advantage of B. Hanky's visit to Boston last week end—or did you know,
Bud!
Coxgrats to the new Senior Skulls—they're ii swell bunch. ..The
baseball widows went into black during the recent trip with Lucy Cobb as chief
mourner—Speaking of widows—the track team will leave not a few behind
when they go weekending this month
Congrats are also in order for the
Junior Prom Corn. teals Helen Bond as chairman—and eaude Hopkins is now
tops in many people's mind . Phi Kappa Sigma's formal dinner went over
zeith a bang with pu-lenty of salt on the table this year. Before the parting,
some time ago Froth Cliff and F. Nelson Beck were making big plans for
the future wedding—What happened, Cliffyt—Couldn't you keep him!. ..
IVe wonder what a "mighty" evening Dottie Hines had election night
If Al Owens doesn't look after brother Tom, Evvy will soon be having "Twin
Trouble"—however not the kind Mrs. Dionne had ...Dottie Phair is more
than just especially interested in the price of potatoes—as HE has just bought
a farm back home and II there waiting for her
Charlie Fillebrown may be
the fashion-plate of Alpha Gamma Rho but he's still sitting home and waiting
and wishing....The result of Fogy's dinner party which was quite a lively
Photo by Cook
"Squire" Sturgis, who received his affair .. foam Cos finally weakened and went profiting with Bowdoin--What
second defeat at the polls last Tues- do they have that we seem to lack fl Wallie Hardison, for a bachelor, gets
around plenty when sorority dances come along... Scottie Pray prides herself
day.
on having the biggest man in the Sophomore class ...Fitzie went walking
with Springfield during the track meet Saturday—home town boy, Marion?

Photo by Cook
Revolt of Parents
Tim Curtin, who was defeated for
The main idea is the revolt of
Mayor by Fred Patterson.
middle-aged parents against the
domination of their children —
grown-up children who should be
RZPORTIRS
able to care for themselves, but are
Josephine Campbell, Charlotte Dimitre, Alma Hansen, Kendrick Hodgdon, Horns
too selfish and thoughtless. Sara,
Peasley, Gwendolyn
Kleiner, F.le•nor Look. Robert Morris, Virginia Pease, Id
Weymouth, Marion White, Irene Whitman.
the daughter, dabbles in communCUB REPORTERS
ism. Howard, the son, can not see
Dorothy Day, Stanley Eames, Edna Louise Harrison, Dorcas Jewell, Marguerite
beyond get rich quick schemes. In
Kyer, Ferne Lunt, Marjorie Moulton, Donald Moore, Gerald Small.
H
BUSINESS STAFF
The volley ball tournament has
desperation, the father and mother
i ing Manager
William West..._..........Adv....
run away to Europe for a while; ended with the juniors in first place
Circulation Manager
Parker Troland.....
The last two deputations of the but Howard takes to drink, to ruinPeter Skoufis.—..—...Subscription Manager
and the freshmen second. The
Circulation Assistant
Philip Goos.....-year were sent out by the Maine ing his happy home, and to dropstanding of the teams is:
Christian Association Sunday, May ping the baby on the floor (all
Won Lost
1st. Miriam Erickson, '40, Arland very melo-dramatic, on page 2711)
1
5
Meade, '38, Stephen Bacigalupo, but with the arrival of his father', Seniors
Juniors
5
1
It is encouraging to note that the University of Maine has '41, and Mavis Creamer, '41, were Frederick Cornplow,anti a trip into
2
4
responded, partially at least, to a movement among American entertained in Mt. Desert Greater the wilds of Canada, he at last Sophomores
4
2
colleges to provide a practical education concerning marriage Parish where they spoke at three Sees the Light. We would agree Freshmen
The results of this week's games
and family relationships. The need for this type of education different services and led a young with Mr. Lewis, that something
has long been recognized by authorities in this field, but an old- people's social on Saturday night. ought to be done about the book by are:
fashioned narrow-mindedness prevailing among both students Professor and Mrs. Lamson drove then,and the best thing to do would
Freshmen 43, Sophomores 3(;;
and parents has prevented the educators from undertaking a them down. Out to Carmel on Sun- be to end it, which he does on page Freshmen B 40, Sophomore B 34;
program to satisfy these needs. Maine would certainly be a day morning, Mr. Robert Goodwin, 301.
Juniors 57, Sophomores 34; Freshbackward university if it did not follow this trend among Amer- , '41, was the principal speaker at
men 69, Seniors 31.
Lack
of
Purpose
ican colleges. An article in a recent issue of the -American the morning service, assisted by
There is to be a girls' tennis
The sorry part of the book is its
Magazine.
'attests to the rapid growth of this course. The arti- Miss Marion White, '40. Mr. John lack of unity of
purpose. Lewis tournament this spring in charge of
cle said, in part: -Preparation for marriage is the most rapidly DeLong, '38, played several violin pokes fun
at the interest that Margaiet Rosie, tennis manager.
spreading subject in the field of education. Of the 627 colleges selections, accompanied by Miss
youth takes in communism, and Anyone interested should sign up
and universities in the United States, more than 200 have such Pauline Jellison, '40.
not just at Sara and Howard, who on the bulletin boards at Alumni
courses. Twelve years ago there were 22.The new and old officers of the are worthless and
shallow. Besides Gymnasium or in the girls' dormiThe number of divorces in this country — not to mention Y. W. C. A. had supper together at this, his jibes are aimed in no def- tories.
the unhappy couples who endure their troubles without separat- the home of Miss Elizabeth Ring, inite direction, and it is
It is requested that anyone using
impossible
ing — certainly indicates a lack of proper instruction in marriage of Qrono, on Thursday to choose a to decide whether he wishes
to cos- the tennis courts wear shoes withinclude
a
study
of
marriage
must
problems. But a complete
new cabinet for the coming year. rect or stifle the
abuses he pre- out heels, and that everyone refrain
certain amount of discussion of sex problems, and unless par- The cabinet will be announced in
sents.
from using the Balentine courts as
ents and students have recently taken a more liberal attitude, next week's "Campus."
Above all else the book is dull. a thoroughfare.
this proposal would be quickly drowned in charges of immoraldeadly dull. We went from page
ity, indecency, and other such noble words by ignorant -pro- University Broadcast
Library Gets New Books
to page, from chapter to chapter,
tectors of the public mind-. It seems impossible that in this enTo
hoping something would turn out
Feature
P.
F.
Crane
lightened age any mature person could insist that a discussion of
The following new books arc
be fine and worthwhile., but it nevsex problems be excluded from the classroom and forever
now available in the library: Baum
Percy F'. Crane, director of ad- er did. What
little
wisdom
there
shrouded beneath the primitive cloak of mystery and ignorance. missions at the University, will be
is in the book doesn't deserve the Vicki—Tale of Bali; Brown, Z. J.
Until sex problems are allowed to become the subject of a free the guest speaker on the University
Mr. Pinkerton Has the Clue; But.
and intelligent study by college students, we shall continue to Broadcast over WLBZ Tuesday amount of space it received. If Mr. dett, 0.—Memory and Imagina
Lewis
must
make
generalizations,
stumble in the dark, trusting to luck for our solutions.
tion; Chase, C. T.—Frontiers of
evening. He will discuss the ques- he should use
real characters, not
The new Course offered by the university, -Marriage and tion of admissions from the point
Science; Chase, Stuart—The Tyr.
caricatures
—
otherwise, his genthe Family-, is an improvement on the previous course, but it of view of the high school student.
anny of Words; Chew, S. C.—The
eralizations are unjust. The tone
does not go far enough into the study of modern marriage and
Guitar music for this program of the book is reactionary, and we Crescent and the Rose; Craig, J. D
sex problems. The cause of this failure is that it is doubted that which begins at eight
—Danger Is My Business; Edman
o'clock is to feel that the result is anti-intentstudents would sanction such a course, and that, even if they
I.—Four Ways of Philosophy; Elibe furnished by Charles Shackle. gent.
did, there would not be sufficient demand for it. The "Campus"
man, K.—Jean Sibelius; Mui ray,
ford,
disagrees with this contention. We believe that Maine students
G.—Essays in Honor; Forester, r
Bangor
Symphony
Orchestra
Last Tuesday night the student
have a real interest in this course and would welcome the change
Plays at Student Assembly S.—Ship of the Line; Gilder, R..
proposed above, It is hoped that the students will express free- broadcast consisted entirely of muJohn Gulgud's Hamlet; Grant, G.
sical
numbers
directed
by
Ruth
ly, through the medium of correspondence, their approval or
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra H.—Take to the Boat; Gray, G. W.
Kimball.
Solos were sung by Ruth furnished the program
disapproval of this proposal.
for this —The Advancing Front of Science;
Trickey and Edward Marsh and the morning's assembly
at the Memo- Hauptmann, B. R.—Trial of Bruno
University Trio played.
rial Gymnasium. The orchestra Richard Hauptmann; Klein, P.—
was directed by Professor Adelbect Social Study of Pittsburg; KonTau Epsilon Phi Holds I Huddilston, Crossland
W. Sprague, head of the university they, V.—Once a Commissor; Lord.
Spring Informal Dance Attend Alumni Meeting
music department. Norma Sparlin R.—Voices from the Fields; MailTau Epsilon Phi held an informal
played piano solos and festival lart, E. K.--Forbidden Journey-Dr. John H. Huddilston, profesdance Saturday evening, with Mr. sor of Ancient Civilization, and
A spring supper-dance was held singers from Old Town and Bangor from Peking to Kashmir; Nicolson
H. G.- -Small Talk; Russell, P.
and Mrs. Thomas Knowlton, Mr. Alumni Secretary Charles E. Cross- Saturday evening at the M. C. A. gave several selections.
Reading Character from Handand Mrs. Reginald Ilobbah, and Mr. land left for Boston today to attend building for the off-campus women.
writing; Sharp. M.—The Nutmeg
and Mrs. A. Goldsmith as chaper- the annual dinner and meeting of The chaperons were Dr. and Mrs. nut Coate-8; Lucille Hall,
Gerald Tree; Van
Herbert D. Lamson, Mrs. Cecil S.
Deusen. G. G.—The Life
ones.
Spofford;
Barbara
Barrett.
Mitchthe Boston Association of Univer- Fielder, Mr. Philip Seal, and
of Henry Clay.
Miss ell St.
Those attending were: Elmer
Lawrence,
and
Mable
McAi•
sity of Maine Alumni which is to Elizabeth C. Ring.
Lippa, Rozelda Vernick; Howard
ister, Morris Ernst.
Patronize Our Advertisers
be held tomorrow night. This will
Edna Adams, social chairman,
Rothenburgh, Rosalind Goldberg;
be Dr. Huddilston's first visit to was assisted by the
publicity comHerbert Rubin, Honey Cooperstein;
the Boston association in many mittee of Margaret
Williston, LuTheodore Stone, Ida Nissenbaum;
years. After a short speaking pro- cille Hall, and
Priscilla Brown; the
Erwin Cooper, Celia Pepper; Abe
gram the evening will be devoted supper committee
of Rosa Swan,
Knobler, Miriam Golden; Charles
to social events.
Dorothy Mosher, and Majorie
Crockett, Evelyn Golden; David
The Boston association has been Thompson; and the program comMochovitch, Miriam Landon; Royal
active of late, having held a meet- mittee of Dorothy Henry, Emily
Deixel, Dorothy Shiro.
ing in February and another one Rand, Anna Cahill and Lucille PauAlbert Friedman, Evelyn Levin;
in March which included one-half lin. Ruth Leavitt made arrangeMilford Cohen, Betty Gammons;
hour's broadcast. They are plan- ments for the music which was fur* There's no need to put up
Leon Levitan, Lois Widrow; Bernning to have a large delegation at nished by recordings in charge af
with shorts that are tight
ard Cohen, Jean Emple; Harold Lethe track meet in Boston Saturday Richard Boyer, student electrician.
.. . and twist and bind every
vine, Helen Braveman; David Asafternoon.
Those present were: Eileen Flantime you move.
tor, Sylvia Striar; Sidney Hurwitz,
Last week President Hauck and agan, Louis Prahar; Helengrace
Phyllis Hess; Julius Brodie, Sylvia
Wear cur Arrows. Arrow
Mr.
Crossland
attended the alumni Lancaster, Clifford Stevens; Irene
Smith; Samuel Shiro, Arlene
shorts have a full room scat
Gould; Leonard Berkowitz, Ruth meeting of the Piscataquis County Spruce, Richard Cook; Elizabeth
and, what's more they have
Goldband; Isadore Sobel, Ada- alumni association with nearly fifty Sullivan; Jack Marson; Margaret
no centre scam to chafe your
alumni
and
present.
friends
Williston,
Richard Stone; Ruth
Edythe Saltzman; Walter Schultz,
crotch.
Gray, Richard Hopkins; Esther
Dorothy Rubinoff.
Lutes Attends Meeting
Thompson, Budl Godwin; Majorie
Sanforized -Shrunk, they'll
Educators Lead Discussion
sever shrink.
Dean Olin S. Lutes of the School Whitehouse, Reid Russell; Emily
Rand, Francis Wheeler; Lucille
Ernest D. Jackman, associate of Education will attend the meet- Paulin,
Richard Veinot; June WebNew
ing
of
the
England
departArrow Shorts, 65e up
professor of education, and Dr. J.
ster, Ralph Elwell,
R. Crawford, assistant professor of ',lentil and schools of education in
Arnrw
Undershirts,50 . lip
Anna Cahill, Louis Boyle; Doroeducation, will lead discussion Durham, New Hampshire.
thy Mosher, Roger Clement; Mar.
groups at the Annual Secondary
Betty Coed and the Duchess of jorie Thompson, Gerald Hart; Lin.
School Principals' Conference to he
Windsor have something in com- nea Weston, Richard Pippin; Joseheld in Augusta tomorrow.
mon the Duchess's wedding dress. phine Profits, Paul Wyman; Alice
To educate an R.O.T.C. student so Adaptations of the gown of the Lerner, Richard Stevens; Mildred
ORONO
that he can receive a reserve officer's former Wallis Warfield wore when Dauphinee, John Colby; Gwendolyn
commission when he graduates from she married the abdicated King of Baker, Conrad Ray; Edna Adams,
college costs $739 where such training England have gone to college with Francis Bradbury; Lilian Mitchell,
• bang. (ACP)
is compulsory. (ACP)
James Cahill; Ruth Leavitt, Ker.

M. C. A.
NOTES

University

SCHEDULE OF SPRING
FORMALS
May 6—

Registration in Arts
and Sciences

Alpha Omicron Pi
Kappa Sigma
May 7—
Chi Omega
May 13—
Delta Tau Delta
Pi Beta Phi
Phi Eta Kappa
Phi Mu Delta
Phi Mu
Phi Kappa Sigma
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
May 20 Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Tau Omega
Beta Theta Pi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Gamma Delta
Sigma Nu
Theta Chi

FRESHMEN should call at
once at the Dean's office to
make appointments with faculty advisers for preliminary
registration for the fall semester.
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS should consult at once
the bulletin board at the entrance to the Dean's office regarding times and places of
registration in the respective
departments.
Every member of the Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior
classes is expected to register
even though at this time he
does not plan to return to
college in the fall.
Students are urged to comply with the above instructions so that adequate time
may be given to working out
their curriculum. (Registration must be completed by
noon, May 14).

Five Women Students
Now Hold W.A.A. Seal
Loring Is Conference Head
Only five women students are ;
now privileged to wear the NV. A.1 Fred P. Loring, director of short
A. Seal. These are held by Lucy ,
courses, was elected president of
Cobb '38, Mary Deering '38, Mary- I
Helen Raye '38, Laura Chute '39, the layman's conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in sesand Margaret Hoxie '39.
This seal is awarded on the basis sion at Bangor, April 29-30.
of athletic accomplishment, spirit,
Beginning next fall, University
service, scholarship, and the accu-!
of New Hampshire will institute a
mutation of 1125 points, and is subnew course designed to train high
ject to approval by the Women's
school athletic teachers. (ACP)
Athletic Association Council. Th..
number of points varies with the
NOTICE
sport major of minor. Points are
The baseball game with North
also given for being an officer of
eastern on Saturday. the la,t
W. A. A., manager or assistant
the New England series with
manager of any sport, class leadthis college, will start at 130
ers, member of either the first or
instead of at 3:00 as is CLIN.
second teams, and also for each
tomary.
game that is won.
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Short and Snappy!

ARROW
SHORTS
WITH

GRIPPER
SNAPS

AROSNAP shorts give you
quick action when you need
it . . . Snaps instead of buttons — WON'T BREAK —
WON'T TEAR OFF. All
Arrow shorts are Sanforizedshrunk, and have the nopinch, no-pull seamless
crotch.
Arrow Shorts . 65c up
Arrow Undershirts 50c up
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Pale Blue Nine
Wins 2,Loses 1

Reidman Pitches Maine
To Win Over Bates in
First State Series Game
Gives Up Five Hits; Golf Team Meets
Strikes Out 13;
Bowdoin Saturday
Briggs Good
The varsity golf team will start
its season Saturday when they
meet the State Intercollegiate
1938
The University of Maine
baseball team beat Bates 5-3 in a champion sextet of Bowdoin at
pitchers duel that was marred by Brunswick. The match is a very
errors to open the Maine home sea- important one to both teams, as
son and the state series last Tues- the State crown practically depends
on the outcome of this match.
day afternoon.
Bowdoin has lost only one man,
Both Austin Briggs, who pitched
for Bates, and Ernie Reidman, ths Sprague Mitchell, from their lineMaine pitcher, were in good form up, but has replaced him by a golfand each limited their opposition os er of equal ability. Swinging for
five hits. Ernie Reidman struck Bowdoin will be: Harry Hood,
out thirteen of the Bates men in State Intercollegiate champion, Giwinning the game for the Pale rard, former State Amateur Champion, Mullen, Woodruff, and BenBlue.
There was no score in the game ham.
By Erwin E. Cooper

until the fourth inning, when with
one out, R. Thompson lined a single through shortstop and then
stole second. Briggs, the next
Bates batter, grounded to Lord,the
Maine third baseman, who threw
the ball wild to Webber at first, and
when Welsher could not handle the
wild throw, and the ball rolled away
from him, R. Thompson scored
from second base, as Briggs COItinued on to third. Hutchinson was
then called out on strikes, and Buccigous flied out to Hamlin in centerfield to end the inning.
Maine's first runs likewise came
on errors. Craig singled to lift
center to open the Pak Blue's half
of the fifth. Then the unusual happened. Fran Smith, whom Coach
Kenyon surprisingly started in left
field, laid what Was intended to oe
a sacrifice bunt. Biiggs, the Bates
pitcher, fielded the ball and made a
bad throw to Berge!on on first.
Meanwhile, Craig went all the way
to third. Bergeron had retrieved the
ball and threw home to Istep Craig
from attempting to score but his
throw was poor and it rolled by
Hutchinson, the Bates catcher,
while both Craig and Smith scored
on the error to make the score
Maine, 2, Bates, 1. The next three
Maine men were retired in order,
and the inning was over without
further damage.
In the seventh inning Fran Smith
again started trouble for the Bobcats when he opened the inning
with a long triple to right field that
carried over Simonetti, the Bates
right fielder's head. It was the only
extra base hit of the day and since
Smith is a right-handed batter, it
was an especially long hit for him
to make into right field.

Maine is not favored to win, but
is capable of producing a possible
upset. The team has been practicing at the Orono Golf Course for
the past few weeks. The fact that
the varsity golfers have been practicing on a small course is liable to
handicap the boys
somewhat.
Maine will have the veterans: Stuart Bryant, Larry Burney, Clayton
Mersereau and Hank Piorkowski.

Frosh Track Team
Beats Deering High
In spite of the weather which
confined the meet indoors, the
frosh, clicking in their usual well
matched form, had little teouble in
taking Deering 81 1-2 to 43 1-2, to
start the spring season off right.
Heading the parade of ten Maine
firsts were: Bennett (hammer and
shot), Serota (discus and javelin).
Dexter high-jump and pole-vault),
and DaSilva (100 and 220). For
the other two, Cohen came through
nicely to take the low hurdles and
Blaisdell did his usual fine job by
beating out the schoolboy champ,
Watts, in the mile.
Outstanding w e r e: Bennett's
I Maine) near record toss of 171
ft. 10 in. in the hammer, and Valente's (Deering) wins in the 4-10
and 880.

Freshmen To Meet
Combined Outfit
By their win over Deering last
Saturday the frosh have still kept
up their winter standard and appear all set for their spring cam
paign. Their second obstacle will
be a combined team of Edward Little and Rumford. As the high
schools have no indoor season they
will not be expected to be very
strong at this time; however, their
combined scores may do the trick
against the freshman.
Edward Little's strength is unknown as yet and Rumford's will
not be known until Wednesday
when they are entertained by th.
Bowdoin frosh. in this last meet It
is expected that the Gallant brothers will shine in the dashes, Surette
in the broad jump and 440, and Lobikis in the hammer.

Hamlin, the next Maine batter,
grounded to Tardiff to second who
threw to Bergeron on first for a
Put-out. Smith held third. Reidman also hit to Tardiff, but Smith
was away with the hit and had a
good throw beaten, but Tardiff elected to throw home. His throw was
over Hutchinaon's head, and aeidman, who was safe at first, continued on to second. Briggs struck
out the next two batters to face
him, and Maine led 4-1.
It was a good thing that Maine
had scored for in the next inning
the Bobcats aided by a Maine error,
staged a two run uprising. TarBelliveu hit a grounder between
diff, the first batter to face Reidman in the eighth, grounded to Day, the Maine second baseman,
Lord, at third, who fumbled the and Webber, the first baseman.
ball, and Tardiff was safe at first Going to the left Day made a good
on the error. Simonetti was the try for the ball, but fielded it too
next Bates batter and with the ; late to make a play and Tardiff and
score 1 ball on him, Coach Morey of!Thompson scored on the hit. That
the Bates Team sent Glover up to ended the Bates scoring for the
pinch hit. Glover was called out game.
on strikes. H. Thompson then
singled between second and third,
and when F. Smith allowed the
ball to get through his logs, Tardiff
continued on to third and Thompson went to second. ?

By Bob Atwood
Random ramblings . .. human nature is funny ... you ask if
we are just finding that out? .. . not just, but still ... take the
rabid rooters at a baseall game.., any game will do, 83 well as any
group of fans; however, as an example, suppose we take those at a
Maine game . the batter is up ... he hits a foul and it goes back
and up and as it descends what do the Maine fans do? ... they
cheer ... that is what they do... and why do they cheer? ... they
cheer because they know that back of the fence, back where they
hope the ball is going to land, are parked automobiles .....naturally," you say. Would they park the automobiles out under Bill Webber? .. . perhaps it would be possible but we know they wouldn't,
and anyway, that's beside the point. .. as we said before they
cheer .. . and if the ball should happen to dent a shiny hood, they
cheer louder. Now if the ball bounces without hitting a car, that
counts a point for the owners of property and the fans groan ... if
Dean Allen is there he has to groan extra loud since he knows that
the property owners get six times what they deserve in the first
place and that in the second place he has left his own car home and
he should worry. .. so you see to what depths as fine a group of
would-be capitalists as ever were splashed by a Packard Twelve
have sunken .. . Nuf sed.
Laurel Wreaths
if we remember correctly, one of the sport
traditions that has survived the centuries is the presentation of a
laurel wreath as a token of outstanding achievement ."orchids'
being shopworn, here are a few "laurel wreaths" ... Ted Curtis
says that last Saturday's performance by two of Maine's hammer
throwers, Johnson of the varsity and Bennett of the Fetish, were
particularly noteworthy ... Stan tossed the 16 lb. hammer just a
few inches short of 165 feet while Bob "Lefty" Bennett threvi 171
feet 10 inches to come within eight inches of the all time Freshman
record for the 12 lb. hammer ... that either or both of these boys
may become national's,. prominent is far from impossible in Ted's
opinion ... they will have the coaching as evidenced by such men as
Favor, Black. and Frame, all products of Coach Jenkins' teaching
... it appears to lie, in a great part, with the men themselves as to
how far they shall go... time will tell ... Another laurel wreath
in a lighter vein perhaps, but a good performance nevertheless .
Maine needed a run against Bates
Day was on second and Coach
Kenyon had ordered portly Bill Webber to bunt ... the first try
rolled tout and from the bench Joe Hamlin called out, "Keep it up,"
'Sweet William, here's the practice you've been looking for".. Bill's
second bunt rolled foul... now he had to hit ... two high fly fouls
came and then, finally, a ringing single to center field scoring Day
... all of which reminds us of :something about "he who waits.
• S . s •
Little known facts about well known people . .. Dwight Lord
born in Patten and lives in Camden .
'tis said he merely exists
until he gets back to Camden . . studying electrical engineering
between basketball and baseball trips ... is President of the Senior
Skulls and was Secretary of the Soph Owls ... a Phi Kappa Sigma
and a co-member of the exclusive "rink" society .. . Dwight an]
Johnny Gowell formed a "society" to see which of the two had the
hence the nickmost wrinkles after getting up in the morning
name "Rink"... a member of Tau Beta Pi ...an All-New England
basketball player and a varsity baseballer for the third year in a
row ... plays third with "stuff" and hits over .300 consistenCy.
Mel McKenzie .. born and lives in Monmouth, Maine .. . is 22
years old ... a hurdler on the track team ... has the bad habit of
choosing those events in which Johnny Gowell sets up frerment new
records ., a proctor on the 4th floor of Hannibal ... that's what
keeps him in shape ... a mechanical engineer with a 2.5 accumulative average . a Soph Owl ... on the exec. committee of his class
for three years ... a member of Scabbard and Blade ... an I. M.
A. A. member ... Theta Chi social fraternity . a member of the
Winter Sports Team .,went to St. Johnsbury Academy in Vs rmon.
for six years ... hopes to enter Air Corps at Randolph Field, Texas
was a first alternate to West Point in 1935 and a second alternate to Annapolis at the same time..., held a Junior 50 yd. swimming dash title in Vermont in 1933 ... a Maine Junior at present.
• • • • • •
Odd Jottings ... Reidman struck out 13 Rates men Tuesday
... Lord hit .313 on the New England trip *bile lrapley was second
*Rh .308.... Ray Harnish of the Fresh baseball team broke his finger on a peg from the catcher .. . 25 trackmen scored at least one
point in the dual meet with Springfield ... the tracksters will be on
profs take note and
the road for three consecutive week ends .
"please be kind' . .. rotten pun . . . the tennis team can't practice
because of the prevailing high wind ... Bowdoin should have its
last big day of the season at Maine's expense *hen both our Tennis
nod Golf teams play 1.ittle Red Riding Hood to the Polar Bear ...
We v•on't weep for long, lads and lasses ... the Track Meet and the
Baseball Team may prove harder to digest ... Sed enuf?

Varsity Tennis Team
Frosh Baseball Squad
Faces Bowdoin Sat
Is Reduced to 24 Men
The Freshman baseball team was
reduced to twenty-four men by
Coach Harold Woodbury last Saturday. He will work with these men
for the rest of the season. With
the wealth of material on han 1,
Woodbury is expecting a very successful season.

Both varsity and freshman tennis swing into action this week-end
with their first home matches. Because of the high winds prevailing
last week, practice was an impossibility and as a result no definite
lineups have been made for either
of the teams.
Against Bowdoin on Saturday the
varsity will probably use the same
players that went on the N. E.
tour.

For the first game of the season
on May 4th Coach Woodbury intends to use two complete teams;
in this manner he will be able to
get a better idea of the different
Both the varsity and freshinan
team members.
matches begin at one-thirty.
Patronize Our Advertisers
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Maine added another run in her
half of the eighth when Day was
walked, then stole second, and
Webber singled over second base to
bring Day in with the final run of
the game.

Here's

the kind of fashion mathemailcs smaA'

That's what happens when you have on* dark, one

Undergraduate Curriculum

light. Switch them every day—all light on Monday,

Day Program

three years

Evening Program...four years

Admission Recite ement a minimum of two years of college work
A limited number of scholarships available to college graduates

Graduate Curriculum
leading to I.L.M. Degree
Tvio-year Evening program open to
graduates of approved low Schools

316

Huntington A

Boston, Massachusetts

ToNpkopo• KINewre 1000

Back home after a successful
round of three of the schools in the
New England Conference, New
Hampshire, Northeastern, a n d
Rhode Island, the varsity baseball
team made pieparations for th
coming State Series games.
The team did well on their trip
of New England in garnering two
victories and one defeat. The University of New Hampshire combine
bowed to Maine 6-3 in a 14-inning
duel. Paul Browne, Kenyon's new
discovery, pitched the last part of
the New Hampshire game after
Heldman had twirled the first eight
innings. Browne got a bit shake
in the 14th inning, and Chick took
the mound to put the last man out.
With the victory, however, also
came sorrow, for Phil Craig, firststring catcher, injured a leg in the
game and was unable to play in the
Northeastern and Rhode Island
contests.
Encouraged by their first New
England Conference victory, Maine
defeated Northeastern 5-3, Arthur
Chick made his only start of the
year against Northeastern, and he
gave the Huskies only two runs.
Chick was relieved by Reidman in
the sixth inning. Coach Kenyon experiniented freely with his outfielders. Doe Gerrish got his first
chance at intercollegiate ball, and
the sophomore outfielder pulled
..hrough with a nice bunt to give
Maine a valuable run. Joe Hamlin
was about the only one of the outfielder: who played regularly.
At Kingston, Maine fell under
the battering of the Rhode Island
Rams by a 1.1-3 count. Rhode Island made 10 hits off the three
Maine pitchers, and these hits combined with 10 errors brought disascc to Maine. Browne started on
he mousd for Maine but was re-laced in th , fifth by Shea. The
_alter allowed three passes which
'id not help matters any. The game
was fairly close until the fourth
when Browne began to weaken. The
:ams nicked him for three runs in
;he fourth and four in the fifth be:are he was retired.
All in all, the boys showed the
:act that they had the punch. As
.vas expected, the brunt of the
)itching burden fell upon Ernie
iteidman. Dwight Lord showed
hat he regained some of his old
.win by batting a little under the
.500 clip. Elroy Day, second-basenan, has also been hitting steadily.
When asked, on his return to Orono, if Maine would repeat in the
state Series again this year, Kenyon express II himself in very op.iiitic term-.

young things adore—two suits, but four costumes.

ell dark on Tuesday, light jacket and dark skirt
0.‘
Wednesday. dart jacket end light skirt Thursday.
-rar4.•
v
Choose Westlyn 416 in navy, block or wine and
vortotrOffry‘
' • .1 ',mair
add 417 in oyster linen. Both Sanforized for shape•
ileitiee insistence. Sips_12 to 20.. $495
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Maine and B. C. Favored
In Quadrangular Track
Meet at Newton, Mass.
Pale Blue Tratksters
Defeat Springfieid
The much heralded University
of Maine track team proved its
worth here Saturday by overwhelming Springfield College 91 to 44.
Unfavorable weather conditions
caused the meet to be held indoors.
Because of the exceptional balance and strength Maine swept every first place but one in the running events. It was this event,
however, that brought the crowd to
its feet cheering heartily. Smoky
Jordan and Springfield's Dattola
fought tooth and nail for the pole
position in the last two laps. Coming down the home stretch, Jordan
put on a sensational drive only to
be bested at the tape by the proverbial nose. Incidentally, this was
the third successive year that Dattole has won this event, each time
by about the same margin.
Even with a bad chest cold, Sid
Hurwitz easily outran a fast field
to win the hundred and two-twenty
yard dashes. John Gowell, running
only the 100 yard low hurdles,
turned in the fast time of 11:1,
while Don Smith strode over the
mile distance in 4:26.
Ilal Dyer and Bill McCarthy celebrated their being tapped into the
"Skulls" by each taking a first and
a second, McCarthy attempted to
break the college record in the high
jump at 6 ft. 3 in., but failed.
Alumni Wire Reservations
The Maine Track Team will have
plenty of support from the grandstand tomorrow when they meet
Boston College, New Hampshire
and Northeastern in one of the best
meets of the season at the B. C.
field in Newton. Nearly three hundred reservations have been made
by Maine alumni groups in Boston.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Brilliant Individual
Performers Dot
Entry List
The powerful Bear track team
heads south this Saturday for what
promises to be a real test of
strength. This first quadrangular
track meet with Boston College,
a
Nnecw
e. Hampshire, and Northeastern
should be Maine's real test of balIt is believed that B. C. will be
Maine's strongest opponent, Red
Gill, outstanding quarter miler of
this school, will probably win both
this event and the 220. They also
have two dash threats, Frankie Zeimetz and Bob Allen. Zeimetz holds
Boston schoolboy records in the 100
and 220 yard dashes, and also in
the broad jump. He is capable of
23 feet in the latter event.
On New Hampsire's side of the
fence there is Huck Quinn, New
England half mile champion. He
should take this event and place in
the 440. Another New Hampshire
star is Wright, who beat Sid Hurwitz here last winter in the 70 yard
dash. Larson, a former Connecticut State schoolboy hurdling champion, has equaled Gowell's record
in the low hurdles, and bettered
him in the high hurdle event. Other New Hampshire possibilities
are Long, a good hammer thrower,
and Underwood, a strong twomiler.
For Northeastern, there is Miles
a jumper who has cleared six feet
four inches in the high jump, and
twenty-two feet in the broad jump.
Whipple may also place in the high
jump. Mascianica, who took Hurwitz in the 600 here last winter,
may win this event. Leek placed
in the mile and beat Maine's Haggett this winter. Leek will be a
threat to the half on the mile.

Applications for the Pale Blue
Key Scholarship should be made
at Ted Curtis' office before Saturday noon. All freshman numeral winners are eligible to
apply.
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'MISSING WITNESSES"
with
John Little, Jean Dale
News—Comedy--Cartoon
Fri. & Sat., May 6-7
"THE GOLDWYN
FOLLIES"
with
Adolphe Menjou. Ritz Bros.
Kenny Baker, Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy
News—"Zorro Rides Again"
Feature at 3:00, 6.45, 9:05
Mon., Tues., May 9-10
Derothy Lamour, Ray Milland
"HER JUNGLE LOVE"
In Technicolor
News—Cartoon—Comedy

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
lend rig to Ll B. Degree

3

Wed., May 11
Tonight's the Big Nits
iNgi't miss •int—Ite beret
showing
"ROMANCE IN THE
DARK"
Gladys Swarthout, John Boles
Cartoon—Comedy—Travelog
3 shows daily-2:30, 6:30, 8:30
Feature, 3:00, 7:00, 9:00

VII Will FIND IT AT
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i
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...and how it grew and grew!
In 1891 this writing desk type telephone was
installed in a Long Island general store. It was
a good telephone, but it could be connected
with only a part of the Bell System's 250,000
telephones in the country at that time. Service
was slow and expensive.
Year by year this strange looking telephone,
with a more modern transmitter and receiver
substituted from time to time, grew in usefulas the Bell System grew longer in reach—
shorter in time needed for snaking connections
—higher in quality of service—lower in cost.
In 1937 "old faithful" was retired to become a museum exhibit, but 15 million modern Bell telephones"carry on."
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MAYOR ELECTION
from Page One)
Claude Hopkins (Continued
trick ... it let him down with
Plays at Prom dirty
barely a whisper. His followers
Claude Hopkins' first rate orchestra was the main feature of
the Junior Prom and did much to
insure its success. Many dancers
preferred to stand grouped around
the orchestra, listening with open
mouthed wonder to the trumpet
work and admiring the drummer.
Both Claude, himself, and Beverly
White, the vocalist, were kept busy
signing dance orders.
Prom trotters wore the latest in
spring evening gowns. The cotton
dresses seem to be in favor with
Maine co-eds. They sported everything from floral prints in cotton
to scenes depicting ships and sailors.
The decorations, in red and white,
lasted to the end of the Prom and
spared the dancers the difficulty of
wading to their ankles in crepe paper when it came time for the orchestra to play "Good Night Sweetheart."
The members of the Junior Prom
Committee were: Helen Bond,
chairman, Thomas Barker, Harold
Estabrook, Eunice Gale, Edward
Ladd.
President and Mrs. A. A. Hauck
served on the reception committee.
Other members were: Mr. and Mrs.
F. S. Youngs, Dean Edith G. Wilson, Professor and Mrs. B. C. Kent,
Captain and Mrs. G. J. Loupret.
Professor and Mrs. S. M. Wallace
and Dr. and Mrs. G. E. McReynolds
were chaperons.
CLASS PARTS
(Continued from Page One)
year was on the Prism Board and
Campus staff. She has been active
in hockey, basketball and volleyball.
Class history will be delivered by
Mary Deering, a home economics
major. Last year she was chairman of the Junior Week Committee.
She is a member of W. A. A. Council, the Y. W. C. A., and was a
sophomore Eagle. Miss Deering
was also All Maine on the hockey
team.
Gifts to men will be given by
John Gowell, who is majoring in
general engineering. He was elected class president this year and
was president his freshman and
sophomore years. Gowell was an
Owl his sophomore year and is a
member of the Pale Blue Key and
"M" Club.
Gifts to women will be given by
Elizabeth Drummond, a major in
English. She is a member of the
German Club, Y. W. C. A., M. 0.
C., Women's Forum, Masque, and
Women's Student Government.
Chaplain at the commencement
will be Kenneth Brookes. He has
attended the Bangor Theological
Seminary.
The sophomore marshal will be
Harold Gerrish, vice-president of
his class. He is a letter-man in
football and a member of the Owls.
The author of the Class Poem
will be announced at a later date.
PHI KAPPA PHI
(Continued from Page One)
ship Recognition Assembly sponsored by Phi Kappa Phi, when the
students receiving scholarships and
other awards will be announced by
President Hauck.

made up the difference. Tim Curtin's voice was the wonder of the
campaign, like a 1920 Ford, it ran
and ran and ran, not very far or
very fast, but it never stopped from
Monday morning till Tuesday
night. Moscovitch never showed,
but Dunbar Bucklin, a late starter,
had a barrel-house voice and a
sharp tongue that put a new spark
in the campaign. All that was before the assembly.
The entrants were cheered, were
hissed, but were every time lustily
received. Trott, in a green frock
coat, shoes that would become Carnera, and with an exaggerated limp,
was first. Next came Sturgis with
baggy trousers, a loud striped
shirt and pin-wheel hat. Bucklin
was cloaked as a member of the
clergy, and dainty flower girls
strewed flowers in his path. Patterson and Meade came in together;
the former, straw-hatted, with a
red ascot tie, horn-rimmed glasses,
spats; the latter, in dairy man's
garb and a chef's hat, munching a
piece of cheese. Curtin wore pajamas, striped blue pajamas delicately fastened with horse-blanket
pins. He sported a cane and very,
very battered hat

MAINE DAY
(Continued from Page One)

Mayor Candidates

WRITING CONTEST
(Continued from Page One)

ABRAHAMSON
(Continued from Page One)

lege, and Prof. Helen Muehnic of
greater sums of money are spent
Smith College.
every year in research by private
The University of Vermont is in
charge of the short story competi- organizations," he contended."Why
tion, the judges for which will be: should not the federal government
Prof. Samuel Allen of Williams spend money in the same way"
Regarding New Deal intentions,
College; Whit Burnett, editor of
The College Professors in search "Story"; and Roaldus Richmond, Abrahamson was vague stating
of a Library who had caused Ski- short story writer.
only that the New Deal would
Ball and Coca Cola to be flunked
Maine won the contest last year probably go as far as was necesin freshman English were Dr. A.
with the University of New Hamp- sary to make capitalism work. As
M. Turner and William Schrumph.
to fascism, socialism, and nazism,
shire placing second.
Frank, the cop, was impersonated
he declared, "Collectivism in no
by Dr. Llewellyn Dorsey. All in
form is equal to intellectual freeJugoslavia,
Edward
Szaniawski,
all the skit with its good-natured
dom."
local allusions and its laughter-pro- Wallace Beardse, Jeannette San"A desirable solution of our ecovoking nonsense proved to be one born; Holland - Denmark, Joseph
Hamlin, Kenneth Burr, Miriam nomic problem would be a program
of the high spots of Maine Day.
formed from the various segments
The student program included Landon; Bulgaria, Donald Adams, of the economic system," AbrahamCharles
Cain,
Elizabeth
Libbey;
music by the Baron's Swing Band
son concluded. "Such a program
consisting of the following mem- Estonia-Latvia, Waldo Hardison, would have to hold a reasonable
bers: Neil Sawyer, Roger Cotting, John Cameron, Mabel Mayhew.
promise of a national income in
After the last relay race came goods
Joseph Ingham, Arthur Swett, Ea:I
and services and would have
the
BIG SURPRISE everyone was to secure
Carlson, and Leon Ladd. There was
distribution among all
a solo by Ruth Trickey and a read- waiting for. President Hauck, groups of the nation."
ing by Charles McKenzie. A Jam Frederick Patterson, the newlySession featured Leon Ladd. Skip elected Mayor, and Frederick SturBoston has been displaced as the
and Shag were accompanied by Leo gis ran a Chariot Race in true Ro- home of the most Harvard alumni.
Liebermann. Charles Shackleford man Style. The chariots were ce- New York has more than 7,000, the
played the steel guitar. Robert ment carriers with Sophomore new alumni directory revealed.
Parker accompanied a solo by Ed- Owls as the horses.
(ACP)
ward Marsh. The Sophomore Owl
Chorus consisted of Leon Breton,
Malcolm Roberts, Charles Wilson,
Mac McNeil, Donald Smith, Edward Cook, Floyd Jackson, and
Charles Weaver. Duncan Cotting
was the Master of Ceremonies for
the evening.
"Maine's Largest Men's Store"
Upon the arrival of the studentHeadquarters for
faculty parade at the athletic field
in the afternoon, the Great Olympic Fire was lighted by a torch
bearer. The Maine Day captains,
the leaders of the ten teams repreAmerica's Favorite Makes
senting twenty different countries,
chose individuals from their groups
• Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothe,
to take part in the following events:
• McGregor Sportswear
broad jump, pole vault, discus
• Phoenix Hose
throw, hammer throw, relay races,
• "Campus Togs" Suit
and alio a quarter mile race.
•
Buckskin Sport Coats
Captains for the teams for the
• Dobbs Hats
Mock Olympics were: France-Belgium, Duncan Cotting, Madeline
• Arrow Shirts and Ties
Davis, Herbert Leonard; Abyssinia - Czechslovakia, Robert Hussey %John Littlefield, Althea Millet,
Paraguay-Lithuania, Thomas Verrill, Arnold Veague, Barbara CorPineerest Stables
bett; England-Sweden, John HagThese
are Ifni' alternoons
gett, Leon Breton, Anna Anderson;
So come out and enjoy a good ride
Germany-Poland, Leonard Berkowitz, John Gowell, Mary Henry;
FINE SADDLE HORSES
Spain-Russia, Basil Fox, Clarence
749 Union St., Bangor
"I el. 54).i
Dennis, Charlotte Currie; ItalyThe beggar, Bakshish, who arrived in a self-impelled sedan chair,
and who was in search of beauty,
proved to be that familiar figure
around the campus, Prof. John H.
Huddilston.

Photo by Cook
The six wily politicians who contested for Mayor. From left to
right: Tim Curtin, Fred Patterson, Merritt Trott, Squire Sturgis,
Arland Meade, and Dick Bucklin.

R. O. T. C.
(Continued from Page One)
commander of 303rd Infantry and
former president Of Maine post.
Many national guard officers, Legionnaires, and Veterans of Foreign Wars were also present.
Cadet Captain Tarbell, awarded
an R. 0. A. saber, was president of
Beta Theta Pi fraternity the past
year and majors in chemical engineering. He has been a member of
varsity football and freshman basketball squads, and is a senior.
Cadet Captain Hodges, also awarded an R. 0. A. saber, is h
member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and is a senior major in
zoology. Last year he was manager of the varsity track team and is
also prominent in the Maine Outing
Club.

Sturgis brought down the house
with a rally directed at Patterson:
"If I had a dog, a dog with a face
like yours, I'd shave his backsides
and make him walk backwards."
Patterson rose in his repartee:
"Sturgis, you have that face; you
should walk backwards yourself."
As Patterson spoke, a Western Union boy rushed in; Fred signed,
tore open the telegram and read—
best wishes from the mayor of Castine. A little later John Young,
Old Town's venerable poet and
number one character, delivered a
flower box to Curtin as he spoke.
Curtin rushed to greet him, brought
ALL-MAINE WOMEN
him to the stage and introduced
(Continued from Page One)
him as — the mayor of Castine.
Bucklin's address was fashioned afnamed after her.
ter a mock church service — the
All Alumnae of the classes from
as
a
drum
psalm,
swung
prayer, a
1912 to 1932 and the All Maine Wosolo and very well sent, and a sermen from 1932 to 1937 have be,.'
mon for the salvations of his sin- invited,
and each organization on
ning co-aspirants. Trott took the
campus has been requested to send
floor, literally, in his cause. And
as representatives the two women
then the campaign was over. The
students who have done the most
floor was immediately crowded and
for it.
as people filed out by the ballot boxes and went home to await the
Patronize Our Advertisers
whistle that would indicate the
winner, the opinion was that the I
campaign humor had been a little
broad, but all in all it was fun.
A half hour after, the whistle
blew four times . . . Patterson is
the new mayor.

Azalea Boyer Is First
In Oral Comprehensives
Azalea Boyer placed first in the
oral comprehensive examinations
taken in literature and journalism
last week by senior English majors,
it was announced today by Prof.
Milton J. Ellis, head of the English
department.
Others in the upper half of the
entire group rank in the following
order: Lorraine W. Gross, Barbara
T. Brown, M. Regina Shay, Leo
Lieberman, Virginia S. Hall, C.
Merritt Trott, Blanche B. Holman
Madison S. Porde, Kenneth
Brookes, Lewis A. Nightingale,
Mary E. Ford, Helen B. Lewis and
Carolyn N. Long.
Other seniors may learn their
standing from Dr. Ellis or Dr.
Turner.
DEBATING
(Continued front Page One)
lem State Teachers College, the
University of New Hampshire,
Boston University, and Rhode Island State were visited by the
teams. Exhibition debates have
been given before three Granges in
nearby towns.
One-half of one per cent of entering
freshmen are 15 years old or younger.

A. A. BOARD
(Continwd from Page One)
been undefeated in the mile, save
once when an injured foot prevented him from maintaining his usual
standard.
Blaisdell, a pledge of Phi Kappa
Sigma, has won his numerals in
cross-country, indoor track, and
outdoor track. Last fall he was
second in the New England crosscountry and finished well up in the
Nationals. Blaisdell has won every
mile he has been in, and will be a
leading man on the cross-country
squad next fall.

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
COLLEGE CLOTHES
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You'll find the perfect answer to Summer Smartness

in
CHIFFON BROCADES

Chesterfield and Andre
Kostelanetz... they bring
more pleasure to millions

by Marinette
The Aristocrat of Sportswear
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#OR COLLEGE WOMEN
nos• "green pastures" of bust.
n••• success li• straight ahirad
for graduates of Fairfield Schooll
Today's •mploysrs art, it is
tru•, incr•a•ingly s•I•ctiv• in
their hiring of s•crirtarkis. but
the coll•g• woman with a sup•rior. graduat•-typ• sticistcrrial
training remains thitir first choice
for rosponsibl• positions. Fairfield's curriculum is drifinittely

gradual* in character, attuned to
th• centric,* woman's niiirds and
d•sir••. In addition to ••cr•lariat and bu•in•ss subl•cts.
•I•ctives which prepare for specialized Bolds are 0.4:tilt:flit*.
When planning your business
career ribmiimber that top positions rsquir• top training . . .
Fairfield training. N•w torm b.
gins S•pt. II. Writ, for catalog.

FAIRFIELIJ SCHOOL

...real pleasure...carefree pleasure!
You enjoy it in Chesterfield's refreshing mildness and better taste ... that
"extra something" that makes you
stick to Chesterfields.
Chesterfields are made of the world's best
cigarette ingredients... mild ripe tobaccos...
home-grown and aromatic Turkish...and pure
cigarette paper. When you light a Chesterfield
you're smoking the cigarette that Satisfies.

hesterfields
willgive you MOREPLEASURE

than any cigarette you o'er smoked

244 klAILI041010621 ST.
11035011.
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